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a b s t r a c t
Modern data centers need to satisfy stringent low-latency for real-time interactive applications (e.g. search, web retail). However, short delay-sensitive ﬂows generated from these applications often have to wait a long time for memory and link resource occupied by a few
of long bandwidth-greedy ﬂows because they share the same switch output queue (OQ). To
address the above ﬂow interference problem, this paper advocates more ﬁne-grained ﬂow
separation in the switches than traditional OQ. We propose CQRD, a simple queue management scheme for data center switches, without change to the transport layer and requiring
no coordination among switches. Through simulations, we show that CQRD can reduce the
ﬂow completion time (FCT) of short ﬂows by more than 25% in a single switch and up to 50%
in a multi-stage data center network, only at the cost of a minor goodput decrease of large
ﬂows. Additionally, just a 50% deployment of CQRD in top-of-rack (ToR) switches can lead to
a ∼10–24% FCT reduction of short ﬂows. Moreover, CQRD can improve short ﬂows’ FCT by
∼30–40% from OQ switches, using DCTCP (Alizadeh et al., 2010) [2] transport in DCN. Furthermore, we validate the feasibility of CQRD approach by implementing an 8 × 8 logical CQRD
switch through simply changing the conﬁgurations of existing commodity switches. Also, we
use a small testbed experiment to verify the implementation and the effectiveness of CQRD to
alleviate ﬂow interference in real environment.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As people and business increasingly rely on the Internet in their daily life and work, the performance require-
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ment on the data center networks (DCN), where most of
the Internet applications are hosted, has become more stringent. However, recent studies have shown that short delaysensitive ﬂows from the real-time interactive applications
(e.g. search, web retail), although contributing to majority of
ﬂows in DCNs [3], often have to wait a long time at switches
for buffer and bandwidth resources occupied by a few of
long bandwidth-greedy ﬂows (e.g. backup, replication etc.).
This causes a dramatic increase to the ﬂow completion time
(FCT) of most short ﬂows, which can be more than 10 times
higher [2].
As analyzed in many recent studies [2,4–6], the fundamental reason for the above mentioned performance degradation is that the commodity DCN switches’ traditional and
coarse (output queue, or OQ) queue management schemes
are not suited well for the DCN traﬃc characteristics, causing
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unnecessary ﬂow interference. We deﬁne that two ﬂows are
interfered by each other, when they pass through a switch
while overlapping in time, and contend for some shared resources at switches, such as queue memory, or link capacity, etc. Many transport layer solutions [2,4,7,8] have been
proposed to get around the coarse queue management problem by optimizing ﬂows’ rate assignment to keep the switch
queues near empty. However, precise rate control is a great
challenge due to the bursty traﬃc in DCN. Thus, only using these transport methods, ﬂow interference can still happen in the coarse OQ due to ﬂow burstiness. Therefore, a
more ﬁne-grained queue management scheme could be a
good complement to these transport methods (more analysis in Section 4.3.3 and shown by experiments in Section
6.6). Moreover, all these transport approaches need to modify end host’s protocol stack, which makes them facing some
deployment diﬃculties. Another direction to solve the above
performance degradation problem is ﬂow scheduling [5,6].
These methods try to implement optimal ﬂow scheduling to
minimize the FCT of short ﬂows. However, these solutions require signiﬁcant changes on existing software or hardware of
end hosts or switches, which are challenging to deploy. Furthermore, using these ﬂow scheduling methods, small ﬂows
may still be interfered by long ﬂows in original OQ switches,
because of non-optimal scheduling [5] and long scheduling
latency [6]. A ﬁne-grained queue management scheme could
also be complementary to these methods. More detailed discussion about related works is in Section 2.
Different from these previous approaches, we address the
DCN ﬂow interference problem by directly tackling its root
cause: coarse switch queue management schemes. Hence,
we argue that the DCN ﬂow interference, especially for the
interference between large number of small delay-sensitive
ﬂows and a small number of giant ﬂows, calls for a more ﬁnegrained queue management than the current output queue
(OQ) in the commodity DCN switches in order to alleviate
the ﬂow interference problem in DCNs. Toward this direction, in this paper we propose a simple1 queue management scheme, crosspoint-queue with random-drop (CQRD).
In CQRD, a separate queue is assigned to each pair of input
and output port, and packets are randomly dropped upon the
full of crosspoint-queue (or randomly marked with ECN [9]
tag upon the queue length above the threshold). This paper
presents the design, analysis, implementation and evaluation
of CQRD, to alleviate ﬂow interference in DCN. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We revisit the mature crosspoint-queue and randomdrop techniques, and combine them together into a
simple ﬁne-grained queue management scheme named
CQRD, to solve ﬂow interference problem in DCN. These
two underlying techniques are widely used in current
switching hardwares [10,11], which makes it simple to
implement CQRD. Moreover, the proposed approach requires neither any coordination among switches, nor
modiﬁcation to end hosts, which makes it easy to deploy.

1
By “simplicity”, in this paper, we mean that the CQRD design is easy
to understand without much complexity, and the implementation is easy
based on existing and mature underlying techniques.

• For DCN environment which uses adaptive transport rate
control based on ECN [9] (e.g. DCTCP [2] ), we accordingly
design CQRD with a random-mark scheme (see Section
4.3.3) besides random-drop for traditional TCP environment. A hybrid of CQRD and transport layer methods
achieves even better performance.
• We implement an 8 × 8 logical CQRD switch through simply modifying the conﬁgurations of existing commodity
switches, which validates the simplicity and feasibility of
CQRD’s approach.
• Through simulations, we show that CQRD signiﬁcantly reduces the ﬂow completion time of short ﬂows by more
than 25% in a single switch and up to ∼50% in a multistage data center network, only potentially at the cost of
a minor goodput decrease for large ﬂows. Furthermore,
CQRD can be incrementally deployed. Just a 50% deployment of CQRD in ToR switches leads to a ∼10–24% FCT
reduction of short ﬂows. Moreover, we show that CQRD
can further improve short ﬂows’ FCT by ∼30–40% from
OQ switches, using DCTCP transport in DCN. Also, we conduct a small testbed experiment to verify the CQRD implementation and the effectiveness of CQRD to alleviate
ﬂow interference in real environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review
the related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we use analysis and simulation to study ﬂow interference and its performance impact in traditional OQ, HCF (state-of-the-art switch
queue management for DCN) [12], and classic CQ [10]. In
Section 4, we present the CQRD approach and theoretically
analyze how it can alleviate ﬂow interference in DCN. In
Section 5, we introduce our implementation of a small scale
CQRD switch and discuss the implementation of a large scale
CQRD switch through application-speciﬁc integrated circuit
chips (ASIC). In Section 6, we use simulation experiments
to show that CQRD greatly improves the overall DCN performance, both at fully and partially deployment. Also, we
study the impact of different buffer sizes to CQRD’s performance. Additionally, we show that a hybrid of CQRD and
transport layer methods could achieve even better performance. In Section 7, we evaluate CQRD in a small testbed.
Finally we conclude in Section 8.
2. Related works
Long delay of short delay-sensitive ﬂows due to ﬂow interference is a well known problem in data center network.
We describe several solutions below and illustrate the difference between CQRD and them.
2.1. Transport layer rate control
A major direction of prior work uses transport layer rate
control to reduce ﬂow completion time of short ﬂows. DCTCP
[2] and HULL [7] apply adaptive rate control schemes based
on ECN [9] and packet pacing, to control the rate of giant
ﬂows. By keeping the queue size of switches near empty,
they improve the overall FCT of short ﬂows. D2 TCP [8] uses
the deadline information for rate control, which allocates the
rate of each ﬂow according to their deadline information.
However, as also pointed out by their own authors [6],
precise rate control is challenging due to the bursty traﬃc
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in DCN. It is very hard to control the sending rate to exactly
fully utilize the bandwidth, while keeping network buffer
near empty. This is also shown in our later analysis (Section
4.3.3) and experiments (Section 6.6). Therefore, in traditional
OQ switches, packets of short ﬂows still may queue behind a
considerable number of long ﬂows’ packets due to a burst of
these long ﬂows, which increases short ﬂows’ queuing delay. What is worse, because short ﬂows and long ﬂows compete the same output buffer resource, short ﬂows’ sending
rate may also be throttled when the long ﬂows are occupying
the output queue. A more ﬁne-grained queue management
scheme, such as CQRD, is a good complement to these transport layer methods, which could offer further performance
improvement.
Moreover, all these methods require a modiﬁcation to end
hosts’ TCP stack to implement their rate control schemes,
which leads to some challenges in deployment. To be more
speciﬁc, on one hand, network operators often do not control
the end-host stack (e.g. in a public cloud or with hosts using
closed-source operating systems). On the other hand, even
if they do, some high performance applications (such as low
latency storage systems [13,14]) implement their own transport, and bypass the kernel. Furthermore, they are not well
compatible with legacy TCP. In addition to TCP stack change,
some of them even require a signiﬁcant change of end hosts’
NIC [7] and/or switch hardware [4,7], which further increases
the diﬃculty of their deployment.
2.2. Flow scheduling
Another direction to solve this problem is the ﬂow
scheduling. Recent work such as PDQ [5] and pFabric [6] try
to implement optimal ﬂow scheduling to minimize the FCT
of short ﬂows. They preemptively schedule each ﬂow based
on certain priorities (e.g. sizes or deadlines), thus to reduce
short ﬂows’ FCT.
However, there are several challenges for such ﬂow
scheduling approaches. (1) It is an NP-hard problem to compute global optimal ﬂow scheduling [5] in multi-tier DCNs.
(2) The latency of scheduling is too long for short ﬂows
[6]. Thus, only using these methods, small ﬂows may still
be interfered by long ﬂows in original OQ switches, because of non-optimal scheduling or long scheduling latency.
A ﬁne-grained queue management scheme such as CQRD is
also complementary to these methods. Moreover, these ﬂow
scheduling approaches are almost clean-slate ones that require new end host protocol stack and switch hardware design, which can be far from getting deployed in reality.
2.3. Switch based solutions
There are also many queue management schemes in the
literature for switches/routers to provide ﬁne-grained separation for TCP ﬂows, such as DRR [15] and SFQ [16]. However,
they have been designed for traditional Internet routers, and
not applicable for (quite different) traﬃc characteristics in
DCN. Furthermore, recent work in [12] has shown that HCF
outperforms them in DCN environment.
The most closely related work to CQRD and the state-ofthe-art approach in this space is HCF [12] (Hashed Credits
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Fair). Similar to CQRD, HCF tries to address the ﬂow interference problem by providing switch queue management
scheme that is more ﬁne-grained than OQ. HCF sets two
separate queues, one high-priority (HP) and one low-priority
(LP), at each output. It hashes all the incoming ﬂows into
several bins and assigns each bin a credit. Packets belonging
to bins which have credit left will be stored in the HP queue,
otherwise in the LP queue. Switches serve the HP queue if it
is not empty. When the HP queue becomes empty, HCF resets
all the credits to the initial and HP queue is swapped with
LP queue. However, it is challenging to hash ﬂows uniformly
using static hash function. Therefore, HCF needs to change
its hash function periodically, which increases the cost on
hardware. Furthermore, as will be shown in Section 3.3, HCF
is not ﬁne-grained enough to solve the DCN ﬂow interference
problem very well.
Besides queue management, there are also various architectures of switch fabrics in traditional Internet routers. Internet routers are very high-end (i.e. with many ports), which
consist of multiple line cards connected by the switch fabric on the backplane. Each line card hosts an input/output
port of the router and processes incoming/outgoing packets.
Because incoming Internet traﬃc has burstiness and there
may often be traﬃc from multiple input ports destined to the
same output, the router has to buffer the packets when contention happens. Limited by the semiconductor technology
decades ago, they have to put main buffers on the line cards.
It is challenging for a routers switch fabric to switch packets
stored in many distributed line cards with line rate (e.g. 40G).
Thus, in order to reach a high switch capacity (e.g. 512 40G)
using a low hardware speed-up, various switch fabric architectures are proposed, such as virtual output queue (VOQ)
[17] and combined-input-and-crosspoint-queue (CICQ) [18].
Although CQ idea was proposed decades ago, not until recently, [10] revisits the pure CQ switch, and ﬁrst advocates
that routers can implement pure CQ fabric enabled by modern semiconductor technology, which puts all the buffer on
switch fabric instead of line cards. Note that previous xCQ (i.e.
CICQ) is not pure CQ switch fabric, but a variant of VOQ. It also
puts main buffers in line cards, and each crosspoint-queue in
CICQ only can buffer one packet (or cell). All these architectures focus on how to increase the hardware switch capacity,
but not on how to decrease TCP ﬂows FCT affected by ﬂow
interference. On the contrary, DCN switches are commodity low-end switches (e.g. 24 10G). For these DCN switches
such as [19], there are no line cards, but only a single switch
chip covering all the switches functionality. All packets are
buffered on the switch fabric. They are logic OQ switches,
where all packets are buffered at each output port of the
switch fabric before being switched out.
Although pure CQ switch fabric (ﬁrst revisited by [10])
originally aims to be a better switch fabric architecture for
Internet routers, we ﬁnd that the queue management scheme
behind CQ (separate queue for each input–output pair) is
promising to solve some TCP problems in DCN. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst one to introduce CQ in
DCN switches queue management scheme. To further improve performance, we propose a CQ based switch queue
management scheme to solve the ﬂow interference problem.
Before our paper, HCF is the start-of-art switch based solution to solve TCP ﬂows FCT problem in DCN.
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2.4. Ethernet related techniques
Some 802.1/ethernet related techniques also may help alleviate ﬂow interference in DCNs. Current IEEE 802.1p [20]
standard uses 3 bit priorities to differentiate and provide
bandwidth guarantee for different traﬃc types when they
share the same link. To solve ﬂow interaction, one possible way is to utilize these priority tags to identify ﬂows
with different sizes and assign higher priorities to shorter
ﬂows. However, it faces substantial deployment diﬃculties,
because it would require a signiﬁcant change on current end
hosts or switches to tag ﬂows with different priorities according to their sizes.

At a given switch, when two ﬂows have the same output
port and they overlap in time, we say these two ﬂows output port contending or simply output contending. Then,
we deﬁne a switch path as the pair of input port and output
port on the same switch. When two ﬂows on the same switch
path overlap in time, we say these two ﬂows are switch path
contending or simply path contending, which is a special
case of output contending. For ﬂows that go through multiple
switches, we deﬁne two ﬂows as path contending when they
are path contending at any of these switches. Contention between ﬂows in a switch leads to potential ﬂow interference,
and causes potential performance degradation.
In this section, we only focus on the interference caused
by output contending (but excluding the path contending).

3. Flow interference: causes and impact
3.2. OQ switches
In this section, we discuss the causes and performance
impact of ﬂow interference. We study different switch
queue management schemes, including traditional outputqueue (OQ) with tail-drop, the state-of-the-art DCN fairness queue management scheme (HCF [12]), and classic
crosspoint-queue (CQ) with tail-drop [10]. Through analysis
and a toy example, we will show that CQ is more promising to
solve the ﬂow interference problem. To the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst one to introduce CQ in DCN switches.
3.1. Performance metrics and deﬁnitions
Following the convention in [6], we consider two main
performance metrics—ﬂow completion time and goodput.
Flow completion time (FCT) is an important metric for short
delay-sensitive ﬂows, and reﬂects how fast the ﬂow has been
successfully transmitted. Goodput equals the ﬂow size divided by its FCT, which is crucial to large bandwidth greedy
ﬂows.
We deﬁne ﬂows smaller than 100 KB as small/short
ﬂows, ﬂows larger than 100 KB as large/long ﬂows, and ﬂows
larger than 1MB as giant ﬂows (special case of large ﬂows).

Typically, commodity switches in data centers apply OQ
with tail-drop scheme [2,21]. Packets from output contending ﬂows are stored in the same queue at the speciﬁc output
port. This exploits statistical multiplexing and saves memory
resources to achieve a certain packet loss rate. However, it
may also cause a strong interference of ﬂows which contend
for the same output.
Fig. 1(a) shows an toy example with an eight port OQ
switch connecting to server 1–8 with each port respectively.
Note that each port consists of an input link and an output
link shown in the ﬁgure. Assume that there are seven ﬂows
coming from inputs I1 to I7 respectively. All the ﬂows are
destined to the same output O8. Flows from I6 and I7 are giant ﬂows and the other ﬁve ﬂows are short delay-sensitive
ﬂows. While contending for the same output, the large ﬂows
quickly occupy the majority of shared memory resource and
the capacity of output link. Packets of the small ﬂows have
to wait unnecessarily, queuing behind the packets from the
long ﬂow. This leads to a signiﬁcant increase of packet delay
for small ﬂows and impairs the upper-layer applications. As
the output contention lasts for a while, the output buffer will

Fig. 1. Flow interference in OQ switch and CQ switch.
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be ﬁlled up and begin to drop packets of all short ﬂows. This
further results in an overall performance degradation.
We use NS2 [22] for simulation and measure the goodput and FCT of each ﬂow in this toy example. Each port has
a bidirectional link rate of 10 Gbps and a one-way link delay
of 4 μs. Each port has a small output queue with a typical
small size of 36 KB [2] (i.e., 288 KB in total). Assume servers
6 and 7 are generating long ﬁle-backup traﬃc to server 8. At
time 0, both servers 6 and 7 start to send a 100MB ﬁle using
TCP (ﬂows 6–7) to server 8. Five milliseconds later, servers 1–
5 start ﬁve delay-sensitive tasks and each sends a 10 KB TCP
ﬂow (ﬂow 1–5) to server 8 at time 0.005 s. TCP SACK [23] are
used for all the ﬂows.
The goodput and FCT of each ﬂow are shown in Fig. 2. During this situation, the output queue of port 8 is quickly ﬁlled
up with packets of ﬂow 6 and 7. Thus, packets of ﬂow 1–5
are continuously dropped when they reach the switch. As a
result, their ﬂow completion time soar up to hundreds of milliseconds, while the theoretical ideal FCT should be as low as
tens of microseconds. Also, their goodput fall down to lower
than 1 Mbps. Apparently, this will cause a dramatic performance degradation of upper-layer applications.

3.3. HCF switches
Recently, a hash-based based queue management algorithm for DCN switches called HCF (Hashed Credits Fair) [12]
has been proposed. Through hash and assigning credit, ﬂows
from different bins can share the HP queue fairly. And when
HCF schedules packets out of HP queue, ﬂows from different
bins could fairly share the link capacity. That provides a relative good bandwidth fairness. However, it does not provide
enough buffer fairness between small ﬂows and giant ﬂows.
Many ﬂows coming from different inputs still have to contend for the same buffer resource. While large ﬂows quickly
consume the credits of their bins, they ﬁll up the LP queue
quickly. If small ﬂows are unluckily hashed to the same bins,
they would be dropped. In addition, even if they are not in
the same bins, as the number of small ﬂows grows larger,
they will also consume their credits and be dropped at the
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tail of LP queue. That causes packet loss of many small ﬂows
with inputs different from the few giant ﬂow.
We simulate HCF switch in the same toy example, with
the same 288 KB total memory. All the parameters of HCF
are set as the recommended in their paper (two queues with
same length, one credit for each of the 20 bins, and periodical
XOR hash function). As we can see in Fig. 2, HCF greatly reduces the FCT of short ﬂows and serves two large ﬂows fairly.
However, the packets of small ﬂows also have been dropped.
That increases their FCT to around 1ms, which should be less
than 100 μs without loss.
3.4. CQ switches
Recently, the decade-old CQ switching scheme, once considered infeasible for commodity switches when ﬁrst proposed [24], has been shown to become very feasible using
modern semiconductor technologies [10]. CQ offers full ﬂow
separation for the ﬂows that are output contending but not
path contending. As shown in Fig. 1(b), CQ switch reserves
separate memory resources for each pair of inputs and outputs. Packets arrived at each input are ﬁrst buffered into the
crosspoint-buffer (XB). Then each output port, without coordinating with any other ports, picks one of the XBs in its
column and schedules the head packet out of the switch.
Thus, ﬂows from different input ports have separated buffers.
Also, by using simple round-robin (RR) scheduling manner
for each output, each ﬂow from different inputs destined to
the same output shares approximately the same output link
capacity. Therefore, CQ switch can provide a performance
separation for ﬂows coming from different inputs.
We simulate CQ switch in the same toy example. With
288 KB memory in total, the same as in OQ switch, each XB
of CQ switch has a capacity of 4.5 KB. As shown in Fig. 2,
with CQ switch, the FCT of delay-sensitive ﬂows can be three
orders of magnitude lower than the OQ switch and one order
of magnitude lower than the HCF switch. Also, the goodput
of those ﬂows are three orders of magnitude and one order
of magnitude higher than the OQ and HCF switch. Although
there is only 4.5 KB buffer resource for ﬂows 6 and 7 in CQ
switch, the FCT and goodput of these two long ﬂows are

Fig. 2. A toy example of ﬂow interference.
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Fig. 3. Traﬃc workload derived from real data center.

almost the same as in OQ and HCF switches. Meanwhile, CQ
switch achieves a very good fairness among ﬂows.
3.5. Summary
Overall, the performance of ﬂows that are output contending with the giant ﬂows is severely degraded by interference by the giant ﬂows in OQ. Although to a less extent
than in OQ, HCF still suffers from the same problem. Through
separating queues for ﬂows that are output contending but
not path contending, a classic CQ switch can achieve much
better performance than OQ and HCF in our toy example. We
will present how to design a CQ-based scheme for more complex real-world DCNs in the next section.
4. Crosspoint-queue with random-drop scheme
In the previous section, we have shown that CQ performs
much better than OQ and HCF in the toy example where there
are only very small number of ﬂows and the primary interference is output contending only (excluding path contending). In the real world DCNs, there may be thousands of ﬂows
come and go. A large number of ﬂows can overlap in time,
and a ﬂow may go through multiple switches. As such, ﬂow
interference becomes more complex, and both output contending and path contending can happen. In this section, we
will ﬁrst make an observation about DCN ﬂow characteristics, which motivates our CQRD approach. Then we present
CQRD approach and how it addresses the challenges faced in
real world DCNs.
4.1. DCN ﬂow characteristics
In Fig. 3, we show an example of the traﬃc distribution which is derived from the characteristics of real operation data centers [25]. In this workload, about 90% ﬂows are
small/short ﬂows, and very few (about 3%) of ﬂows are giant
ﬂows. Based on the measurement results of real operational
large data centers in [2,3], we make the following observation.
Observation 1. Long bandwidth-greedy ﬂows traverse a few
of switch paths in a DCN switch, while most of the switch paths
are transmitting short delay-sensitive ﬂows. There are always
a large number (more than one thousand [3]) of active ﬂows
in DCN. However, very few of concurrent ﬂows [2] are larger
than 1MB. In a data center running data mining jobs, over
80% ﬂows are less than 10 KB [6]. As a result, while some
long bandwidth-greedy ﬂows passing a few of switch paths
(deﬁned in Section 3), the majority of switch paths are transmitting short ﬂows.

The above observation explains the signiﬁcant ﬂow interference in current DCNs. For example, a 24 × 24 aggregation
switch has 24 × 23 switch paths in total (assuming no ﬂow is
destined to its coming input port). Assume that there are two
giant ﬂows passing two switch paths. Meanwhile, there may
be hundreds of short delay-sensitive ﬂows passing the other
550 switch paths. In a commodity OQ switch, 2 × 23 out of
these 550 switch paths have the same output queues as the
two giant ﬂows, which interfere (and contend for paths) with
the hundreds short ﬂows going through the same 46 switch
paths.
4.2. CQRD working scheme
We argue that the above observation calls for a queue
management approach that is more ﬁne-grained than OQ to
reduce the probability of DCN ﬂow interference. However,
it is desirable to maintain a good balance between queue
management granularity and the overhead/cost. In the ideal
and most ﬁne-grained approach, if we could reserve dedicated buffer and link capacity large enough for every single
ﬂow, the ﬂow interference is entirely eliminated. However,
the memory and link capacity needed for this ideal approach
to deal with the large number of overlapping ﬂows are prohibitive in practice. Moreover, it is hard to dynamically allocate physical resource according to the ﬂow’s various needs
(e.g. buffer size or bandwidth), because these information is
not available to the switch, without big modiﬁcation to its
packet parsing procedure or current network protocol stack.
We thus present crosspoint-queue with random-drop
(CQRD), a simple queue management approach that is ﬁnegrained enough to achieve desirable ﬂow separation. The basic idea of CQRD is two-fold:
• Complete separation between ﬂows on different switch
paths, because a separate buffer is allocated to each
switch path, and packets destined to the same output
port but on different crosspoint buffers are scheduled in
round-robin fashion.
• When a crosspoint queue is full, random-drop is used to
alleviate the ﬂow interference within the same switch
path.
Fig. 4 shows the architecture of CQRD scheme. First, like
original CQ switches shown in Fig. 1(b), CQRD allocates separate crosspoint buffers (XB) with the same capacity for each
pair of inputs and outputs. Arriving packets are ﬁrst stored
in the crosspoint buffer and wait to be scheduled out by the
output scheduler. CQRD uses round-robin (RR) scheduling
for each output to schedule the packets. It ensures that each
XB is fairly served. With separated buffers, ﬂows in different
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Fig. 4. CQRD overview.

switch paths will not contend for the queue with each other,
although they might be destined to the same output. Also,
with RR scheduling, ﬂows going to the same output port is allocated with almost the same link bandwidth. This addresses
the output contending but not path contending interference,
and achieves switch path separation.
Second, when the corresponding crosspoint buffer is full,
CQRD takes random-drop scheme upon packet arrival. Instead of simply dropping the tail (as in classic CQ), if the XB
does not have enough space for the coming packet, CQRD will
randomly choose a packet in this XB and drop it. A ﬂow’s
packets will be more likely to be dropped if this ﬂow occupies most of the XB, and vice versa. As such, if several small
ﬂows are contending for the same XB with a large ﬂow, packets of those small ﬂows still have a reasonable chance to get
into the buffer even if the buffer are currently ﬁlled up by
the large ﬂows. That helps to alleviate interference within the
same paths.
Next, we present a detailed description to CQRD working
scheme. In practice, switches are always time slotted and
the basic data unit processed in one time slot is called a cell,
which is no larger than the minimum packet size. Consider
an N × N CQRD switch with each crosspoint buffers (XB) of
size L cells, and Ii and Oj denote the ith input and jth output
respectively. Let XBij denotes the XB for Ii and Oj , and lij
denotes the current length of XBij (i.e. the number of cells
currently in XBij ). CQRD buffers and schedules packets (e.g.
ethernet frame for ethernet network) with variable sizes,
which contains several cells. The start-of-packet (SoP) cell
of this packet indicates the length of this packet (i.e. the
number of cells) and the destination output port. All cells
belonging to a packet are grouped and buffered/scheduled
together. For each processing cycle in a time slot, CQRD
scheme contains the following two phases:
• Arrival phase. For each input Ii , if there is a newly arriving
packet (i.e. an SoP cell) destined for output Oj , CQRD ﬁrst
checks if the length of this packet is less than or equal to
L − li j . If so, the SoP and rest following cells of this packet
are stored in the tail of XBij , waiting to be scheduled.
Otherwise, CQRD randomly picks one of the packets in
XBij (including the newly coming one), then drop all
cells of this packet. Packets are picked and dropped with
probability proportional to their lengths (number of
cells). If the newly coming packet is dropped, the arrival
phase is ﬁnished. If not, CQRD checks L − li j again, and
repeats the previous random-drop procedure, until L − li j
is no less than the length of the coming packet or the
coming packet is dropped. Note that although there can
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be several rounds of random-drop process in case of one
packet arrival, it can be well pipelined in implementation,
and incurs no extra processing latency. For example, if
a packet with size of C cells come, it always consumes
C time slots to insert the whole packet in the crosspoint
buffer. Thus, there are C time slots (i.e. C rounds) for
picking and dropping packets to make room in the buffer
for the new packet, while the rest cells of this packet
keep coming. Apparently, dropping C packets is enough
to empty a buffer space of C cells, since the minimum
packet size is larger than a cell.
• Departure phase. After arrival phase within the same
time slot, for each output Oj , if all cells of the last packet
have been scheduled out of the switch, the output roundrobinly picks the next non-empty crosspoint buffer in its
column. Then it schedules the SoP cell of the head packet
in the selected buffer out of the switch, and continue
to schedule the rest cells of this packet during the next
time slots.
4.3. Inﬂuence to TCP performance
Based on above discussions, compared to original OQ
switches, we can see that CQRD attempts to decrease the
short ﬂows’ (the most majority in DCN) FCT, by alleviating
the their contention for switch resources (e.g. buffer and link
capacity) with long bandwidth-greedy ﬂows. To understand
why CQRD switches can greatly improve the performance of
short ﬂows, we present a simpliﬁed analysis below. Also, we
brieﬂy discuss why CQRD can reach that goal without sacriﬁcing too much throughput of long ﬂows. Our purpose is
not to develop a fully complete model, but just to show some
theoretic insights in our design. In the following analysis,
we consider standard TCP ﬂows without using other adaptive transport rate control schemes. At last, we brieﬂy discuss
how CQRD improves OQ’s performance when combined with
adaptive transport rate control schemes (e.g. DCTCP [2]).
4.3.1. Short ﬂows
Many data center applications such as web search [26] or
storage [27], generate delay-sensitive short ﬂows, which contain very small amount of data (e.g. less than 100 KB [3]). Typically, these ﬂows only consist of small number of TCP packets. The FCT of such a short TCP ﬂow depends on two factors
[28] (1) how many packets of this ﬂow being lost (lossrate), and
(2) the round-trip-time (RTT). Without loosing generality, we
analyze a particular ﬂow, and compare the average lossrate
and RTT incurred by OQ and CQRD to it. We denote them as
Losso , RTTo (for OQ) and Lossc , RTTc (for CQRD) respectively.
We further assume the lossrate and RTT incurred by the rest
part during TCP transmission to be deﬁnite and the same
both in OQ and CQRD analysis. To show how CQRD improves
short ﬂows’ performance more clearly, we separately analyze
the short ﬂows path contending with long ﬂows, and those
output contending but not path contending with long ﬂows.
Since packets are independently buffered and scheduled
out by each output port both in OQ and CQRD switches, we
perform our analysis on a particular output O without loosing generality. For simplicity, we assume all packets are with
same ﬁxed size below. However, our analysis can be easily extended to variable-size packets, by treating each packet to be
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a number of ﬁxed-size cells. We consider an OQ and a CQRD
switch both with N input ports and N output ports, and every
port has the same capacity. We assume that the OQ switch
has an output buffer with size of N × L packets at each output. Accordingly, we assume that the CQRD switch has the
same buffer resource in total, which means each crosspoint
buffers (XB) with size of L packets. We assume during a certain period of time, there are s short ﬂows (Fs1 ∼ Fss ) which
come from inputs s1 ∼ ss (Is1 ∼ Iss ) and are destined to the
output O, where s < N and si = 1, . . . , N(i = 1, . . . , s). Also,
there are l (l > 1)2 long ﬂows (Fl1 ∼ Fll ) coming from input
l1 ∼ ll (Il1 ∼ Ill ) destined to the same output O, where l < N
and li = 1, . . . , N(i = 1, . . . , l ).
(1) First, we analyze those short ﬂows output contending but
not path contending with long ﬂows. We consider the performance of a particular short ﬂow (Fs1 ) which comes
from input s1 (Is1 ) and is destined to the output O. Fs1
does not contend path with any long ﬂow, which means
s1 = li (i = 1, . . . , l ). We analyze the steady status after
long ﬂows in congestion avoidance status have ﬁlled up
the output buffer or crosspoint buffers.3 To begin with, we
compare Fs1 ’s RTT incurred by OQ and CQRD. We assume
the basic time unit to schedule a packet out of buffer being t, which is the same both in OQ and CQRD. For OQ
switch, assume a new packet of Fs1 arrives and there are
Lo packets in the queue at this moment. According to the
sawtooth characteristic of TCP congestion control [29], if
a buffer is just rightly sized and neither underbuffered
nor overbuffered, and if the number of long ﬂows is not
large, in the steady status, the average queue size of the
buffer is half of the queue capacity. Thus we assume L¯o =
N×L
¯
2 , where Lo is the average size of the output buffer in
the steady status. Because packets are scheduled in ﬁrstin-ﬁrst-out (FIFO) manner, then in average, it will take
L¯o × t = N×L
2 × t for OQ switch to schedule this packet out
of this output. On the contrary, for CQRD switch, assume
there are Lc packets in the short ﬂow’s crosspoint buffer
(XBs1O ) when a new packet of Fs1 arrives. Because there
is no long ﬂow path contending with Fs1 and XBs1O has
not been built up by long ﬂows, then we assume L¯c < 2L ,
where L¯c is the average size of XBs1O . With round-robin
scheduling, it will take N̄ × L¯c × t for CQRD to schedule
this packet out of the output, where N̄ denotes the average number of XBs (corresponding to the output O) which
have at least one packet in the buffer in each round4 during the packet of Fs1 is scheduled out. Obviously, N̄ ≤ N,
thus

RT Tc = N̄ × L¯c × t < N ×

L
× t = L¯o × t = RT To.
2

(1)

Next, we compare Fs1 ’s loss rate incurred by OQ and CQRD.
For OQ switch, all packets destined to O are buffered in

2
We omit the analysis for the condition where l ≤ 1 here. Both OQ and
CQRD behave well because the buffer can hardly build up if there are less
than two long ﬂow destined to O.
3
Due to the buffer-greediness [2] of long TCP ﬂows (without adaptive rate
control schemes), the output buffer or crosspoint buffers will be deﬁnitely
ﬁlled up if l > 1.
4
For a certain XB, a round refers to the moment that right after this XB
was just selected by its output and a packet of the XB is scheduled out.

the same output buffer. This exactly matches the G/D/1/K5
model in queuing theory [30], where the queue length
K = N × L. For this G/D/1/K queue, packet loss rate grows
extremely fast (e.g. exponential [31]) as the arriving rate
(i.e. utilization) grows. Therefore, since there are l long
ﬂows saturating this output of OQ switch, in the G/D/1/K
queue, the arriving rate λ is very high (e.g. approximating 1). As a consequence, it leads to a dramatic increase
of short ﬂow’s loss rate (Losso ). On the other hand, in
CQRD switch, the l long ﬂows will only ﬁll up the l corresponding crosspoint buffers (XBl1O − XBllO ), but not ﬁll
the short ﬂow’s crosspoint buffer XBs1O . Thus for XBs1O ,
the arriving rate λ keeps low as only short ﬂows arrive
to this buffer. As a result, the short ﬂow’s loss rate (Lossc )
will not be increased and keeps very low.6 Then, we have

Lossc < Losso.

(2)

From Eqs. (2) and (3) we can see, CQRD incurs both a
lower loss rate and a lower RTT than OQ for short ﬂows
output contending but not path contending with long ﬂows.
Thus, the FCT of such short ﬂows is reduced in CQRD compared to OQ.
(2) Second, we analyze those short ﬂows path contending
with long ﬂows. Similarly, we consider the performance
of a particular short ﬂow (Fs2 ) which comes from input
s2 (Is2 ) and is destined to the output O. We assume Fs2
contends the same switch path with l long ﬂows. For OQ
switch, the RTT and loss rate of Fs2 is the same as the
former short ﬂow Fs1 (output contending but not path
contending), which we have already analyzed before. For
CQRD switch, it is different in this case. The crosspoint
buffer XBs2 is also going to be ﬁlled by long ﬂows. Then
we perform another analysis on CQRD for Fs2 . First, we
discuss Fs2 ’s RTT. For CQRD switch, assume a new packet
(denoted as Ps2 ) of Fs2 arrives during the steady status
(XBs1O has been ﬁlled up) and is inserted in the tail. Assume there are Lc packets in XBs1O at this moment, then
according to [29], we assume L¯c = 2L , where L¯c is average size of the crosspoint buffer in the steady status. Then
with round-robin scheduling, it will take N̄ × (L¯c − D̄) × t
for CQRD to schedule this packet out of the output, where
N̄ denotes the average number of XBs (corresponding
to the output O) which have at least one packet in each
round during Ps2 is scheduled out of the output. Obviously, N̄ ≤ N. D̄ denotes the average number of packets
which are queued ahead of Ps2 and are dropped due to
random-drop scheme, during CQRD scheduling Ps2 out of
the output. Apparently, D̄ ≥ 0, thus

RT Tc = N̄ × (L¯c − D̄) × t ≤ N ×

L
× t = RT To.
2

(3)

5
G stands for a general distribution of the arrival process. D stands for a
deﬁnite distribution of the serving process, where the serving rate is deﬁnite
to be packet/t. 1 means that there is only one server (the output port in this
case) for each output queue. K stands for the queue length.
6
Because there is no long ﬂow traversing from Is1 to O, we assume that
the arriving rate of only short ﬂows to XBs1O is very low. Note that this assumption is not hold for some extreme cases such as incast scenario [27],
where too many concurrent small ﬂows contend the same output. However,
such cases (i.e. link saturated only by short ﬂows) happen rarely in DCN [3].
Moreover, the incast problem, which many prior works [32,33] focus on, is
beyond the scope of which CQRD aims to address in this paper.
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Then, we analyze the Fs2 ’s loss rate. In the path contending case, the arriving rate λ of CQRD also grows higher
due to the existence of long ﬂows, which leads to a relative high loss rate as well. In this case, it is diﬃcult to get
a precise comparison between Losso and Lossc from theoretical formula using queuing model, because it is hard
to abstract an accurate math model of real TCP arriving
statistic process. However, we can draw a rough analysis
between two approaches’ loss rate. Assuming PLosso to be
the overall packet loss rate (including all ﬂows destined to
O) of the output buffer in OQ switch, then Losso = PLosso
because all packets of different ﬂows share the same loss
rate in the output buffer. Similarly, we assume PLossc to be
the overall packet loss rate of the crosspoint buffer XBs2 in
CQRD, and assume Ls2 to be the number of Fs2 ’s packets in
XBs2 . Then we have

Lossc = PLossc ×

Ls2
,
L

(4)

L

where Ls2 is the probability of dropping Fs2 ’s packets
while XBs2 is full. Therefore, we can draw the following
result using above equation

Lossc = PLossc ×

Ls2
< Losso = PLosso,
L

(5)

if

L
PLossc
<
.
PLosso
Ls2

(6)

Intuitively, LL is very large because Fs2 will occupy only
s2
small portion of the buffer while contending with other
long ﬂows. However, PLossc can be close to PLosso under
certain arriving and serving rate on XBs2 in CQRD and the
output buffer in OQ. From the above two equations, we
can see that Lossc is very likely to be smaller than Losso .
To summarize, CQRD incurs a lower RTT and a very likely
lower loss rate than OQ for short ﬂows path contending
with long ﬂows. Thus, the FCT of such short ﬂows is reduced in CQRD compared to OQ.
4.3.2. Long ﬂows
From above analysis, we can see that CQRD improves
short ﬂows’ FCT by alleviating interference through separate
buffers and rand-drop schemes. CQRD reaches that by trading off the ability of buffer statistical multiplexing. Therefore,
it raises the concern of sacriﬁcing too much throughput of
large ﬂows, because of less capability to accept bursts without statistic multiplexing. In this section, we analyze that
how CQRD can maintain high throughput of long ﬂows with
moderate buffer size. Similarly as before, we consider an
CQRD switch both with N input ports and N output ports,
and every port has the same capacity. We assume there are
l long ﬂows destined to the same output O.7 Then we discuss
under which condition that the output O’s capacity can
be saturated, which means that l long ﬂows have reached
optimal aggregate throughput.8
7
We do not explicitly consider short ﬂows in this section, because they
are always very short (less than 100 KB [3]) and infect little on long ﬂows’
throughput.
8
Fairness among different ﬂows is beyond the scope of the problem that
CQRD addresses.
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We consider the most extreme case ﬁrst. Assuming the l
long ﬂows sharing the same switch path (i.e. coming from the
same input), and l is very small (e.g. 2). Then all these long
ﬂows must contend for the same XB and other N − 1 XBs remain to be idle. According to the widely used rule-of-thumb
[34], this requires a buffer size of bandwidth-delay product (BDP) to ensure output capacity being saturated. Even
in this most extreme case, CQRD is able to provide full aggregate throughput for long ﬂows, by using certain amount
of buffer resource through modern application-speciﬁc integrated circuit chips (ASIC) technologies [35] . Speciﬁcally, a
typical BDP in the current production data center is about 25
KB (1 Gbps × 200 μs) [36]. For a 48 × 48 switch, CQRD only
needs about 58MB memory in total even in the worst case,
and current commodity switches already have large enough
memory to meet this demand [37].
The former extreme case happens rarely in practice, and
usually long ﬂows are coming from several input ports (say
ln ports). Thus, CQRD only needs the sum size of ln XBs to be
approximately BDP, instead of each XB has the size of BDP in
the extreme case before. And this could guarantee an 100%
utilization of output O (i.e. long ﬂows have reached full aggregate throughput). Moreover, according to the tiny buffer
model in recent studies [38], an XB needs only to be several
KBs to ensure an 80–90% output utilization even in the extreme case. That further indicates less memory in total could
be used in a CQRD switch with ﬁxed port number, or a much
larger CQRD switch can be implemented using the latest ASIC
technology.
4.3.3. Transport with adaptive rate control
Unlike standard TCP perceiving congestion by packet
loss, transport with adaptive rate control (e.g. DCTCP [2])
uses explicit feedback (e.g. ECN [9]) from switches to detect
congestion. After the number of packets in the switch buffer
exceeds a threshold, the switch will tag congestion information on traversing packets, which lowers down the sending
rate before the switch buffer is full and prevent packet loss.
Therefore, these methods can perceive congestion earlier and
keep switch buffer very low, which enhances performance.
Assuming these transport schemes with adaptive rate control have already been deployed in DCN (although they face
some deployment hurdle, see Section 2.1), compared to
original OQ, CQRD still can offer performance improvement
combining with these methods.
To be more speciﬁc, in OQ switch, before adaptive rate
control starts to work, the buffer can be quickly built up by
long ﬂows and exceeds the ECN threshold. This triggers ECN
feedback to throttle long ﬂows’ sending rate, but also causes
short ﬂows’ congestion window to be cut down, because they
share the same buffer and the packets of short ﬂows are also
going to be marked with congestion signal. This greatly increases their FCT. Moreover, the RTT of short ﬂows is also going to be increased due to interference of other long ﬂows.
It is because that, although these transport methods try to
keep the switch buffer near empty, it is hard to accurately
control the rate of long ﬂows [6] due to the bursty traﬃc in
DCN. Packets of short ﬂows still may queue behind a considerable number of long ﬂows’ packets due to a burst of these
long ﬂows, which increases their queuing delay in OQ switch.
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On the contrary in CQRD, for short ﬂows output contending but not path contending with long ﬂows, similarly to
the former analysis (Section 4.3.1), they will have much less
chance to be throttled due to long ﬂows, because separate
buffers are used.9 Also, their queuing delay in CQRD is lower.
As for short ﬂows path contending with long ﬂows, our former random-drop scheme may provide little help because
of adaptive rate control, and packets are seldom dropped
due to buffer overﬂow. However, in this condition, we accordingly offers an random-mark scheme for CQRD besides
random-drop. Random-mark shares the same philosophy of
random-drop, and works similarly as random-drop described
in Section 4.2. Speciﬁcally, random-mark works as follows:
whenever a new packet comes and the queue length exceeds
the marking threshold, instead of simply marking the newly
coming packet with congestion signal, CQRD randomly picks
up one of the packet in the buffer (including the newly coming one) with the probability according to the packet’s size,
and marks it with congestion signal. This gives a much less
chance for small ﬂows to be throttled because they occupy
little portion of the buffer. Thus, CQRD improves these small
ﬂows’ FCT. Note that random-mark increases the chance of
decreasing small ﬂows’ FCT statistically, but it cannot guarantee that all small ﬂow can harvest the gain. While on average small ﬂows FCT can be decreased, some unlucky small
ﬂows may still be marked (even many times), which leads to
a potential bad tail FCT.
5. Implementation
It typically takes a rather long time to implement a new
switch prototype chip due to the long cycle (e.g. years)
of application-speciﬁc integrated circuit chip (ASIC) design
[39]. In addition, the cost of ASIC design and implementation will be very high without mass production. For above
reasons, we have not been able to implement a CQRD switch
with ASIC prototype by now. However, we ﬁnd that many current commodity switches could be conﬁgured to be a small
scale CQRD switch, without any modiﬁcation to the hardware
or software. In this section, we ﬁrst introduce our implementation of a small scale CQRD switch through conﬁguring a
commodity switch, and then we discuss the implementation
of a large scale CQRD switch through ASICs.
5.1. CQRD by conﬁguring commodity switch
As Fig. 5 shows, we implement an 8 × 8 CQRD switch
through conﬁguring a Broadcom BCM56842 switch [19].
BCM56842 is a 32 × 32 10 Gbps switch, with 9MB physical shared buffer. The shared buffer is logically separated
into 32 output buffers, which forms a logical OQ switch. For
each output, the output buffer can be conﬁgured into up to
eight priority queues (PrQ), which can be logically separated.
And we utilize this priority queues to implement an 8 × 8
CQRD switch, where we only use eight of the 32 ports in
BCM56842.
Speciﬁcally, ﬁrst, we enable eight priority queues for
each output port, and conﬁgure them with the same size
9

ECN independently works for each XB in CQRD.

Fig. 5. Implementing CQRD through conﬁguring commodity switch.

(i.e. 9 MB/82 ≈ 140 KB). Also, we conﬁgure the scheduling
manner between the eight priority queues to be weighted
round-robin (WRR), with each queue having the same
weight. Second, we conﬁgure the switch to classify incoming
packets according to their input ports, through ingress
content aware processor (ICAP) conﬁguration. Third, packets
with different input ports are mapped into different priority
queues. After that, for each output, packets from different
inputs will only be buffered into its own queue. So far, we
have implemented a round-robin CQ switch, with each
priority queue to be a crosspoint buffer. At last, we emulate
the CQRD’s random-drop scheme through enable random
early detection (RED) [40] conﬁguration. Note that there may
be a little difference between RED and our random-drop
design. RED starts to randomly drop subsequent packets
after the queue size exceeds a certain threshold. However,
statistically, RED is also able to proportionally drop packets
of different ﬂows according to how many they come into the
buffer, which emulates the CQRD’s random-drop scheme.
5.2. ASIC implementation
Crosspoint queue with round-robin scheduling and
random-drop are relatively simple to implement in ASIC using widely used hardware primitives. And from the above
section we see that, current switching ASICs already have
the capability of supporting the CQRD’s underlying techniques, showing the feasibility of CQRD’s simple implementation. The engineering details of hardware ASIC design (e.g.
including register-transfer level design and system, timing
and logic veriﬁcation etc.) are not our contribution and beyond the scope of the paper. There is a rich body of literature
[11,41–43] in this domain.
Considering the need of high speed processing, switches
commonly use ASIC on-chip memory as packet buffers. As
we discussed in Section 4.3.2, CQRD needs certain size of
crosspoint buffer (larger than a BDP in the worst case) to
ensure long ﬂows’ throughput saturating port capacity. That
raises a possible concern: can current ASICs offer memory
large enough to implement a CQRD switch with practical
size? Similar to [10], we conduct a back-of-envelope of
calculation below. We assume a high-performance switching
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Fig. 6. The number of ﬂows that are output contending but not path contending (OC-PC), path contending (PC), and not interfered (non-interfered) with giant
ﬂows in the experiments.

ASIC design using 18 mm × 18 mm die size in total. Considering it consists of 70% packet memory and 30% switching
and memory-decoder logic die area [44], and an SRAM
cell size of 0.06 μm2 [35], then the ASIC can contain about
470MB on-chip memory in total. According to our former
analysis (Section 4.3.2), considering the worst case, we can
easily build a 128 × 128 CQRD switch with each XB’s size
larger than a typical BDP (25 KB) in current production data
centers. Moreover, even considering future production data
centers with a larger BDP (100 Gbps × 20 μs = 250KB [6]),
a 48 × 48 CQRD switch can be built using modern ASIC
technology, with the size of each XB larger than a BDP.

6. Performance evaluation
To evaluate CQRD’s performance, we implement and
simulate CQRD in NS2 [22], and compare its performance
with two other switch-based approaches, OQ and HCF. Also,
we compare CQRD with original classic CQ switch. Moreover, we simulate four hybrid approaches: the most wellknown transport layer method DCTCP [2] combined with
CQRD, CQ, OQ, HCF, respectively. The evaluation is based
on the following ﬁve experiments. In experiment 1, we simulate a single DCN aggregation/core switch. In experiment
2, a classic multi-stage DCN switching topology with 480
servers has been simulated. In experiment 3, we discuss the
scenario of incremental deployment. In experiment 4, we
study the impact of different buffer sizes on CQRD’s performance. And in experiment 5, we show that a combination
of CQRD and transport layer methods can further improve
performance.
We ﬁrst describe the traﬃc workloads, simulation parameters, and performance metrics, followed by the detailed
results of the ﬁve experiments. Since giant ﬂows are the triggers of DCN’s performance degradation [2], we are mainly
interested in the ﬂows interfered by the giant ﬂows. We will
show that OQ, HCF, CQ and CQRD perform differently because
they differ in queue management granularity and how they
deal with the output contending and path contending ﬂows.

6.1. Experiment setup
Traﬃc workloads. We derive our workloads from the
characteristics of real operation data center traﬃc [3,25] as
shown earlier in Fig. 3. During the simulations, source and
destination of the ﬂows are randomly chosen among all the
switch ports (in experiment 1) or among all hosts (in experiments 2–5). The inter-arrival time of the ﬂows obeys the lognormal distribution [3]. We scale the ﬂow inter-arrival time
to simulate the moderate (0.1), heavy (0.4), and extreme (0.7)
loads in the network.
Fig. 6 shows the ratio of ﬂows that are output contending
but not path contending (OC-PC), path contending (PC), and
not interfered (non-interfered) with giant ﬂows (as deﬁned
in Section 4) in all the simulations. This ﬁgure shows that
the giant ﬂows interfere with more than 80% of all ﬂows although they contribute to less than 3% of all ﬂows. As shown
in Fig. 6(b), giant ﬂows interfere with more ﬂows in multistage DCN than in a single switch. This is because ﬂows pass
longer paths in this topology and more ﬂows tend to intersect
in ToR and aggregation switches.
Simulation parameters. All the parameters of HCF are set
as the recommended in HCF paper [12] (same as Section 3.3).
During all the simulations, we use the SACK [23] version of
TCP, which has already been widely implemented in most
of the operating systems. The initial window size and min
retransmission-time-out (RTO) are set to be 4 and 200 μs respectively, which is typical in high-speed DCN [6].
Performance metrics. Following the convention in [6],
we consider two main performance metrics—ﬂow completion time for short ﬂows and goodput for large ﬂows. These
two metrics reﬂect the key performance of these two kinds
of ﬂows.
6.2. Experiment 1: single aggregation/core switch
Setup. Our ﬁrst experiment is to simulate the aggregation and core switches with huge amount of ﬂows passing
by, and compare different approaches in this situation. We
simulate a 24 × 24 switch (a typical DCN switch) shown in
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Fig. 7. Experiment 1: a 24 × 24 switch used in simulations.

Fig. 7. Each port has a 10 Gbps link rate and 4 μs link delay.
This generates a ∼16 μs end-to-end round-trip time (RTT)
without queueing, which is realistic in the real DCN environment according to [6]. In all three schemes, we assume the
on-chip memory for packet buffers are 5MB, which can be
easily implemented by commodity FPGAs. As a result, each
output buffer has ∼210 KB in OQ, which conforms to the convention [6]; HP and LP queue each has ∼105 KB in HCF; each
crosspoint queue buffer has ∼9 KB in CQRD.
During the simulation, 6000 ﬂows are generated to 24
ports. The workload is as described before.
Results. Fig. 8 shows the overall FCT of all short ﬂows
and goodput of all long ﬂows at various loads of 10%, 40%
and 70%, which represent moderate, heavy and extreme
loads. We observe that, with any load, CQRD has a much

better overall FCT of short ﬂows, which contribute to about
90% of all ﬂows according to Fig. 3. The average of CQRD’s
FCT is more than 25% lower than HCF and OQ schemes
at all the loads. Also, the 99th percentile of CQRD’s FCT is
still more than 10% better than HCF and OQ schemes. As
we can see, a simple CQ without random-drop scheme can
reach a much better performance than HCF and OQ. And
CQRD can further improve CQ’s performance by ∼5–7% and
∼6–10% in average and 99th percentile of all short ﬂows
respectively. As the load grows higher (e.g. ≥ 40%), more
and more concurrent ﬂows come into the switch and ﬂow
interference becomes severe. In this situation, it gets harder
to provide good ﬂow separation and the performance of
these three schemes tends to get similar at the tail. However,
CQRD still performs the best as we can see in Fig. 8(a). This is
because that there are several giant ﬂows with sizes of more
than 1MB among all the ﬂows. In OQ switch, they occupy
most of the buffer resource and lead to packets of many
other short ﬂows dropped, which greatly increase the overall
FCT. Although HCF sets two separate queues at each output
and tries to fairly serve all the ﬂows using hash and credit
schemes, it does not provide enough buffer separation for
different ﬂows. Many ﬂows are output contending but not
path contending, and in HCF they still have to contend for
the same buffer resource. This results in the packet losses

Fig. 8. Experiment 2: overall FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all long ﬂows at various loads.
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Fig. 9. Experiment 1: average and various percentile FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all large ﬂows interfered by the giant ﬂows at moderate load.

for short ﬂows that are output contending but not path
contending with giant ﬂows, which is avoided in CQRD.
As for ﬂows larger than 100 KB, CQRD has almost the same
overall performance (i.e., goodput) as HCF and OQ (Fig. 8(b)).
These results show that the small size of separated buffer in
CQRD will not signiﬁcantly impair the large ﬂows’ goodput.
So far, we have shown that the overall performance of all
short ﬂows in CQRD greatly outperforms the other two approaches, at the cost of only a minor goodput decrease of
very few large ﬂows. This is because CQRD alleviates the performance degradation of the ﬂows interfered by a few giant ﬂows. As Fig. 6(a) shows, although less than 3% of all
ﬂows are giant ﬂows, they interfere with more than 80% of all
ﬂows. And most of the interfered ﬂows are in different switch
paths with the giant ﬂows. CQRD uses separated buffers and
random-drop schemes respectively, to guarantee the performance of those interfered ﬂows having the same outputs or
paths with giant ﬂows. We now investigate all the ﬂows (including giant ﬂows) interfered by giant ﬂows and show how
CQRD improves their performance. Those ﬂows which are
not interfered by giant ﬂows perform well and similarly in all

the three schemes, so we omit the results here due to page
limit.
In Fig. 9 we show the average and 20th to 99th percentile
FCT of short ﬂows and goodput of large ﬂows which are interfered by giant ﬂows, at a typical moderate load. We have
also done these simulations at other loads from 10% to 80%
and the comparison results are similar. We only present the
results at typical moderate load (10%) here due to page limit.
As Fig. 9(a) shows, for all interfered short ﬂows, FCT in
CQRD is much lower than CQ, HCF and OQ switches. On the
other hand, the goodput of all interfered large ﬂows is only a
little lower than the other two approaches. For example, the
average goodput in CQRD is only about 5% lower than HCF’s.
These results show that CQRD is able to deal with ﬂow interference much better than the other two approaches.
Recall that, as discussed in Section 4, CQ provides (1) complete separation for output contending (excluding those path
contending) ﬂows, by using separated buffers and RR scheduling, and (2) interference alleviation for path contending ﬂows
by using random-drop when queue is full. We now show how
well CQRD performs for these two types of ﬂows.
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Fig. 10. Experiment 2: a multi-stage DCN topology used in simulations.

Fig. 9(b) shows the results for ﬂows output contending
(but not path contending) with giant ﬂows. CQRD greatly exceeds others’ performance for these ﬂows just as we expect.
These ﬂows contribute to the majority of all interfered ﬂows
as shown in Fig. 6(a), therefore, their performance dominates
the performance of all interfered ﬂows. Although these small
ﬂows are also separated from giant ﬂows in CQ as the same
as in CQRD, they still interfere with other small and large
(but not giant) ﬂows with the same switch paths. Thus, with
random-drop schemes, CQRD increases the chance of small
ﬂows to be stored in the buffer at the trade of dropping a little more packets in large ﬂows. That makes CQRD perform
better than CQ in these small ﬂows output contending (but
not path contending) with giant ﬂows.
As for ﬂows path contending with giant ﬂows, CQRD successfully reduces the FCT of short ﬂows signiﬁcantly (left part
of Fig. 9(c)), by random-drop scheme. This is evidenced by
the difference between CQRD and CQ. CQRD has a lower FCT
than CQ, which shows CQRD successfully alleviates the interference among ﬂows path contending with giant ﬂows.
However, without random-drop scheme, small ﬂows are interfered by giant ﬂows with same switch paths in pure CQ.
And that leads to a bad performance (especially in 99th percentile) of CQ, as shown in Fig. 9(c).
6.3. Experiment 2: multi-stage DCN switching fabric
Setup. In the second experiment, we simulate a two
layer multi-root topology with full bisection bandwidth (see
Fig. 10). This topology is one of the most commonly used
topologies in large-scale DCN [25,45]. The network consists
of 480 end hosts allocated in 24 racks, which are interconnected by two aggregation switches and 24 ToR switches.
Aggregation switches have 5MB memory for packet buffer
as before, and twenty-four 10 Gbps ports connected to each
ToR switch. Each ToR switch has less memory with size of
4MB, and two 10 Gbps ports connected with two aggregation
switches, and twenty 1 Gbps ports connected to 20 hosts respectively. These are typical parameters of ToR switches [46].
The delay of each link is 2 μs, which means a ∼16 μs endto-end RTT across racks and a ∼8 μs RTT within a rack. We
use Equal Cost Multi-path (ECMP) [47], which is the de facto
network load-balancing scheme [48] in modern data centers.
CQRD (CQ, HCF, OQ) are used in all switches in the topology
when simulating CQRD (CQ, HCF, OQ)’s performance. During
the experiment, 20000 ﬂows are generated according to the
work load described in Section 6.1.

Results. First, we show the overall FCT of all short ﬂows
and goodput of all long ﬂows at various loads. As shown in
Fig. 11(a), CQRD has the best FCT performance at various
loads. The average FCT of all short ﬂows in CQRD are about
30–50% lower than HCF and OQ, and 6–8% lower than CQ
at moderate (10%) and heavy (40%) loads. And the 99th percentile of CQRD’s FCT is also much lower than others at these
loads. CQRD performs more better than other schemes in this
two-layer DCN environment than the single switch before.
It is because much more ﬂows generated (20,000 here and
6000 before) and more ﬂow interference occur among all the
ToR and Agg switches.
While load grows to extreme (70%), the performance gap
of all the methods becomes narrower. As we stated before,
ﬂow interference becomes severe as the load grows higher.
In this situation, it becomes diﬃcult to provide good ﬂow
separation and the performance of these three schemes are
similar. However, CQRD still performs the best at the average
FCT as we can see in Fig. 11(a). In addition, Fig. 11(b) shows
that, in CQRD, the average and 99th percentile goodput of
all large ﬂows perform almost the same as in HCF and OQ.
These results show that a DCN built with CQRD switches has
a much better overall performance, only at the cost of a minor goodput decrease of very small portion large ﬂows. Using
separated buffer and random-drop scheme, CQRD not only
provides ﬂow separation for a single switch environment as
shown in the former subsection, but also performs well in a
multi-stage switch data center network.
Next, we also dive into the performance of the ﬂows interfered by giant ﬂows. Those ﬂows which are not interfered
by giant ﬂows are omitted here similar to experiment 1, because they almost have the same low delay and high goodput. Results at various loads are similar, so we only present
the results at moderate load here.
Fig. 12(a) shows the overall performance of all the interfered ﬂows at moderate load. The average and 99th percentile FCT in CQRD are 30% and 48% lower than HCF and
OQ. CQRD also has a much lower FCT for all interfered short
ﬂows at other percentiles. On the other hand, the goodput
of large ﬂows in CQRD is almost the same as other methods.
This shows that in data center, for a multi-stage switch network built by CQRD, the ﬂow interference caused by giant
ﬂows can be signiﬁcantly alleviated.
We repeat the same simulation as experiment 1, to reveal the performance of the ﬂows that are output contending but not path contending with giant ﬂows, in multistage switch DCN environment. As we can see in Fig. 12(b),
CQRD greatly improves the performance of these kind of
ﬂows by switch path separation. CQRD performs similar to
CQ with these ﬂows, which uses the same crosspoint buffer
scheme.
As for ﬂows path contending with giant ﬂows shown in
Fig. 12(c), CQRD has the best FCT for average and all percentile. And CQRD signiﬁcantly outperforms CQ with these
kind of ﬂows, thanks to the random-drop scheme instead of
tail-drop.
6.4. Experiment 3: incremental deployment
We have shown in the former experiment that, by fully
deploying CQRD in all DCN switches, ﬂow interference could
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Fig. 11. Experiment 2: overall FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all long ﬂows at various loads.

be alleviated and the overall DCN performance can be greatly
improved. However, it usually takes cost and time to replace all the switches in an operational data center. As such,
DCN operators often prefer to incrementally deploy a new
solution. For instance, they may incrementally deploy new
switches by partition/clusters or tier-level. In this experiment, we will show that CQRD can also offer substantial performance improvement for DCN while being incrementally
deployed.
Setup. We simulate the same DCN environment (Fig. 10)
as Section 6.3, except incrementally deploying CQRD/CQ/HCF
switches instead of full deployment. We consider two scenarios of incremental deployment: (1) By partition/clusters. We
assume four neighbor ToR switches constituting a small partition/cluster and deploy CQRD/CQ/HCF switches by different
number of partition/clusters. (2) By tier-level. We assume all
switches in one certain tier (ToR or Agg) are replaced and the
rest are remained to be OQ switches. The traﬃc load and all
other parameters are set as the same as experiment 2.
Results. Fig. 13 shows the results at the same moderate,
heavy and extreme loads used in the former experiment. For
the ﬁrst scenario (by partition/clusters), as we can see in
Fig. 13, even with only part of partition/clusters deployed,
CQRD and CQ still substantially outperforms HCF and OQ in

average FCT of all short ﬂows. Meanwhile, the goodput of all
large ﬂows remains almost the same as HCF and OQ. For instance, with only 50% of partition/clusters (12 ToRs) switches
deployed, the average FCT of all short ﬂows in CQRD can be
∼10–24% lower than HCF and OQ methods respectively, at
different loads. CQRD and CQ behaves similar while small
part of partition/clusters are deployed. As more partition/
clusters are deployed, CQRD substantially outperforms CQ.
For the second incremental deployment scenario (by tierlevel), CQRD also provides reasonable performance improvements compare to other methods. As the right most points
show in Fig. 13, while all ToR switches are deployed, CQRD
performs much better than other methods, with 30–50%
lower FCT of short ﬂows than HCF and OQ, and 4–8% lower
than CQ at various loads. The goodput of large ﬂows remains
to be similar as well. While only deploying in all Agg switches
(the left most points in Fig. 13), the four methods behave similar, and CQRD offers less performance beneﬁt. It is because
that only replacing Agg switches, ﬂows still may be interfered
with each other in ToR switches. And most ﬂow interference
occur in ToR switches. This also leads CQRD to behave similar to CQ. However, CQRD and CQ still perform better than
HCF and OQ switches, which beneﬁts from output contending ﬂows’ separation through crosspoint buffer.
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Fig. 12. Experiment 2: average and various percentile FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all large ﬂows interfered by the giant ﬂows at moderate load.

6.5. Experiment 4: impact of different buffer sizes to CQRD
As analyzed before, CQRD use separated crosspoint
queues to offer separation for ﬂows with different switch
paths. In addition, with random-drop scheme, CQRD could
greatly alleviate interference between different ﬂows and
improve the performance. However, this improvement is
reached through sacriﬁcing OQ switch’s ability of statistically multiplexing buffer resource for ﬂows coming from different input ports. That may raise the concern that CQRD
will consume too much buffer resource. In this experiment,
we study the performance of CQRD using different buffer
sizes. We will show that CQRD’s performance improvement can be achieved with a very reasonable amount of
buffer resource consumed, which veriﬁes our former analysis
(Section 4.3.2).
Setup. We also use the same DCN environment (Fig. 10)
as Section 6.3, except using different buffer sizes instead of
a ﬁxed one for all the switches. For simplicity, we assume all
aggregation and ToR switches having the same buffer size,
and each crosspoint buffer has equal size. We study CQRD’s
performance as the buffer size changes. Input traﬃc are gen-

erated according to the traﬃc model derived from real DCN,
as the same as experiment 2.
Results. Fig. 14 shows the average and 99th percentile
FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all large ﬂows, while
using different buffer size for CQRD switch, at various loads.
The buffer size in the ﬁgure refers to the total size of those
crosspoint buffers corresponding to the same output port
in CQRD, which is the counterpart of the output queue size
in OQ switch. It varies from 30 KB to 400 KB. As we can see,
both CQRD’s FCT and goodput performance remains stable
while the buffer size varies from 400 KB to about 120KB,
at moderate, heavy and extreme load. When the buffer size
becomes smaller than 90 KB, CQRD’s performance starts to
slightly degrade at heavy and extreme load, but at moderate
load it still performs reasonably well. Performance of CQRD
sharply degrades while the buffer size is reduced to be 30 KB.
At this size, each crosspoint queue in a 24-port CQRD switch
can store only approximately one maximum-size packet,
which is too small for CQRD to reach a good performance.
From this experiment we can see that CQRD could reach a
stable good performance at a minimum buffer size of about
120 KB for each output port, and increasing buffer size does
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Fig. 13. Experiment 3: average FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all large ﬂows, while incrementally deploying ToR or Agg switches by CQRD/CQ/HCF, at
various loads.

not obviously beneﬁt the performance. Such a small buffer
size (e.g. 120 KB) for each switch output port is totally within
the capacity of commodity switches [21,46], which shows
the feasibility of the CQRD solution.
6.6. Experiment 5: CQRD with DCTCP
Through former analysis and experiments, we have
shown that CQRD can improve the performance of DCN with

TCP ﬂows. Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.3.3, CQRD
could also offer performance improvement to DCN using
transport with adaptive rate control (e.g. DCTCP). In this section, we carry experiments to show how CQRD behaves under this environment.
Setup. We use the same DCN environment (Fig. 10) and
same input workload as Section 6.3. Instead of the TCP SACK
used before, in this experiment, we use the well-known
DCTCP as the transport layer protocol. The weight of new
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Fig. 14. Experiment 4: average and 99th percentile FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all large ﬂows, while using different buffer sizes for CQRD switch, at
various loads. The buffer size in the ﬁgure refers to the total size of those crosspoint buffers corresponding to the same output port in CQRD. Each crosspoint
buffer has the same size. .

sample in DCTCP is set to be 6.25E−3, according to the suggestion in DCTCP paper [2]. Accordingly, we set the ECN
marking threshold of the four compared methods (CQRD, CQ,
HCF and OQ) to be the same, which is 40% of the queue’s
capacity. CQRD and CQ switches start to mark packets with

congestion experiencing (CE) ﬂag if the corresponding crosspoint queue size has exceeded the threshold. CQRD uses the
random-mark scheme (see Section 4.3.3) designed for DCTCP
environment, while CQ simply marks the subsequent packets. HCF [12] has no special design for DCTCP environment,
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Fig. 15. Experiment 5: overall FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of all long ﬂows at various loads, with DCTCP. Legend CQRD/CQ/HCF/OQ in the ﬁgure denotes
the hybrid of DCTCP and CQRD/CQ/HCF/OQ, and legend TCP+OQ denotes the hybrid of TCP SACK and OQ.

so we simply make it mark subsequent packets with CE ﬂag,
when the queue (HQ or LQ) that the packets are going to be
buffered into exceeds the threshold. We compare the four
methods using DCTCP, and the OQ method using original TCP
SACK.
Results. Fig. 15 shows the overall FCT of all short ﬂows
and goodput of all long ﬂows at various loads. Thanks to the
adaptive rate control schemes, unlike original TCP which always ﬁlls up buffers, DCTCP detects congestion before buffer
overﬂow and control its sending rate, thus keeps the switch
buffer length in a much lower state. Therefore, simple OQ
with DCTCP can greatly outperform the original TCP SACK for
short ﬂows, as shown in Fig. 15(a), by reducing the queueing
delay and also the loss rate of short ﬂows. CQRD is able to further improve the performance, by separating most long ﬂows
from the short ﬂows using crosspoint buffer and randommark. As we can see in Fig. 15(a), CQRD has reduced the average short ﬂows’ FCT by ∼30–40% from HCF and OQ, and ∼5–
10% from CQ. Also, the 99th percentile of short ﬂows in CQRD
is much lower than HCF and OQ. However, in this condition,
the 99th percentile of short ﬂows is similar in CQRD and CQ,
and even a little higher in CQRD. It is because that some unlucky short ﬂows have been throttled more than once by the

random-mark scheme in CQRD, which leads to a higher 99th
percentile.
Similar to the original TCP SACK, the goodput of long
DCTCP ﬂows remains to be similar as well. Fig. 15(b) shows
that OQ with original TCP has a slight higher goodput for long
ﬂows than methods using DCTCP. It is because that, DCTCP is
hard to accurately control the rate of long ﬂows [6] to exactly
fully utilize the capacity without overﬂowing the buffer. In
our case, DCTCP sacriﬁces some link utilization to ensure low
buffer state, which veriﬁes our former analysis.
7. Testbed experiment
In this section, we evaluate CQRD’s performance using a
simple experiment in a small-scale testbed, to verify our implementation as well as the effectiveness of CQRD to alleviate
ﬂow interference in real environment.
Testbed setup. We build a small testbed with a single
switch of eight ports, and eight servers, each of which is
connected to one of the eight ports. The original switch is
a Broadcom BCM56842 switch [19], which is a logical OQ
switch. And during the experiment, we conﬁgure the switch
to be a CQRD/CQ switch according to the method introduced
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the results in this experiment have veriﬁed our implementation in Section 5 and further validated the former simulation
results.
8. Conclusion

Fig. 16. Testbed experiment: average FCT of all short ﬂows and goodput of
each long ﬂow.

in Section 5. The capacity of original switch port is 10 Gbps,
but each port works in the rate of 1 Gbps in our testbed,
limited by the servers’ network interface card (NIC) speed.
Each output buffer in the switch has a size of ∼1.13MB, which
means each crosspoint buffer in CQRD/CQ has a size of ∼140
KB. Standard TCP SACK without ECN is used throughout the
experiment. We compare the performance of CQRD, CQ and
OQ in this testbed experiment. Because HCF cannot be implemented by conﬁguring existing commodity switches, we do
not compare with it in this experiment.
Input traﬃc. In CQRD/CQ/OQ switch, ﬂows are potentially interfered with each other only when they are destined
to the same output, and each output port buffers packets separately and schedules them independently. So we can evaluate the switch’s performance by picking out a certain output
port and evaluate the performance of the ﬂows destined to
it. In this experiment, we pick the zeroth port without loosing generality. Speciﬁcally, assuming Hi denotes the server
connected to the ith switch port, during the experiment, we
generate two long bandwidth-greedy ﬂows from H1 , H2 to
H0 , using Iperf [49] to send long TCP ﬂows to H0 at the maximum rate allowed. Also, on H1 –H7 , we write a simple TCP
socket program in each server to randomly generate short
ﬂows with size of 10 KB to H0 . The inter-arrival time of short
ﬂows from each server is randomly distributed within 500
ms. We conduct the experiment for 20 s, and about 600 short
ﬂows have been generated in total.
Results. Fig. 16 shows the average FCT of all short ﬂows
and the goodput of the two long ﬂows (denoted as long ﬂow
0 and 1). Similar to the former simulation results, in the
testbed experiment, CQRD outperforms than CQ, and performs much better than OQ. The average FCT of short ﬂows
in CQRD is about 5% lower than CQ, and 28% lower than OQ.
As for long ﬂows, similar to the simulation results in Section
3, they have almost the same goodput in CQRD, CQ and OQ.
The aggregate goodput of these two long ﬂows have saturated the bandwidth (1 Gbps) in all the three methods, which
conﬁrms our analysis in Section 4.3. Moreover, as analyzed in
Section 3, CQRD/CQ provides a better fairness among these
two long ﬂows than OQ. Although it is only a small testbed,

In this paper, we advocate that modern DCN ﬂow characteristics call for ﬁne-grained queue management in switches.
Along this direction, we propose a switched based solution
called CQRD to address DCN ﬂow interference problem, without any modiﬁcation to end hosts or any coordination among
different switches. CQRD is simple to implement, and is more
ﬁne-grained than traditional OQ scheme and current stateof-arts HCF scheme. It only requires some minor changes to
the buffering and scheduling scheme in DCN switches. We
have implemented an 8 × 8 logical CQRD switch based on
conﬁguring existing commodity switch, which validates the
simplicity and feasibility of CQRD’s implementation. And we
show through NS2 simulations, that when ﬂow interference
happens, CQRD can improve the ﬂow completion time of
short and delay-sensitive ﬂows by up to ∼50%, at the cost of
only a minor goodput decrease of large ﬂows. Moreover, we
show that a partial deployment of CQRD is still able to greatly
improve the DCN performance. Furthermore, we show that a
hybrid of CQRD and transport layer methods can offer better performance over transport layer only methods. Finally,
through small-scale testbed experiments, we have veriﬁed
our CQRD implementation and the former simulation results.
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